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To identify the positive predictive value (PPV) and safety of the early use of handgrip exercise in pharmacological stress echocardiography using dobutamine (early-ECHO) in women. Positive ischemic ...
Early Use of Handgrip Exercise Associated with Dobutamine Stress Echocardiography in Women
Growth in this market is primarily driven by government initiatives to increase the adoption of AI-based technologies, rising demand for AI tools in the medical field, AI in Medical imaging, and a ...
Artificial Intelligence in Diagnostic Market worth $ 5371.11 Million, Globally, by 2028 at 33.23% CAGR: Verified Market Research™
Take a look at these warning signs and if any strike a chord with you, it’s time to make exercise a daily priority.
20 Warning Signs You Need to Exercise More, Say Doctors
Artificial intelligence (AI) represents a technology that has the potential to be as impactful to radiology as PACS. Covid-19 has stimulated the development and testing of AI diagnostic-aiding tools ...
AI in radiology: unexpected benefits, unintended consequences
Reduced-dose computed tomography can safely be used to detect lung metastasis in pediatric patients without sacrificing diagnostic accuracy, a new study suggests.
Reduced-Dose CT Detects Cancer Without Missing Nodules
From the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, imaging modalities have proved to be of enormous importance in the diagnosis and management of patients.
Imaging modalities play a vital role in the assessment of patients with COVID-19
Radiologists may be able to improve their sensitivity for detecting rib fractures on CT exams by using an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm, according to research published July 21 in Radiology: ...
Can AI help radiologists detect more rib fractures on CT?
Potential of Deep Learning in Assessing Pneumoconiosis Depicted on Digital Chest Radiography - Full Text View.
Potential of Deep Learning in Assessing Pneumoconiosis Depicted on Digital Chest Radiography
Among medical students considering a career in radiology, a common concern that comes up relates to the advancement of AI and its potential to disrupt the radiology workforce. Students are ...
AI in Radiology: Medical Students’ Perspective
My whole life, the blame for my breathing problems has been put on my weight. Read to find out how I ended up reaching my asthma diagnosis after 2 decades.
It Took Nearly 3 Decades, but I Got My Asthma Diagnosis — Now I Can Finally Breathe During Cardio
A group of U.S. researchers found that virtual consultations can improve radiology's value by enabling face-to-face visits among radiologists, primary care physicians, and their patients, according to ...
New radiology virtual consult model shows promise
Since the beginning of 2021, artificial intelligence (AI) has analyzed more than a million radiological examinations performed in Moscow hospitals and clinics. This was reported in the press service ...
Radiologists Analyzed over a Million Examinations using Artificial Intelligence
USA: Reduced-dose CT may be a feasible option for detection of pulmonary metastatic disease in situations in which radiation dose is a primary consideration or as an option to reduce dose ...
Reduced-dose CT effectively detects lung nodule in kids and young adults with cancer: Study
A study has found that the levels of ionising radiation received by patients in procedures such as X-rays has reduced in Ireland over the past ten years. Following a survey of service providers ...
Reduction in Xray radiation levels
This week’s column talks about the post and Long COVID symptoms and suggests ways to combat them effectively. For some people, coronavirus (COVID-19) can cause symptoms that last for weeks or for ...
Want Another Reason to Take the Jab? Here’s How The Vaccine Affects Long COVID Symptoms
Denmark: Cycling is associated with a lower risk of all-cause and CVD mortality in diabetes patients independent of other types of physical activity, recent research in JAMA Internal Medicine has ...
Cycling lowers risk of premature mortality in diabetes patients: JAMA
The new DRX-Revolution mobile X-ray system from Carestream is an X-ray room on wheels. This new, state-of-the-art machine can be easily moved around to different hospital areas for patients who are ...
PCMH upgrades X-ray system
As per an order issued on July 7, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the brain will cost between ₹2,200 (without contrast) and ₹3,000 (with contrast), as opposed to around ₹8,000 at present ...
Post Covid-19 illnesses: Radiology test prices capped
The treatment of cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, respiratory disorders and cancer, among other conditions, has taken a backseat since the arrival of Covid-19 ...
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